IDP at Duplid

Interdisciplinary project at Duplid

As a Master student in Informatics you can complete your IDP (Interdisciplinary Project) at the TUM ERI (Entrepreneurship Research Institute) in a start-up. By working with us you will gain insights into the process of developing an idea and starting a company. You will work closely with the founding team solving tech-challenges in an early-stage startup and participating in designing our tech stack.

What we do

We are building intelligent software for Accounts Payable founded by a motivated, tech-driven team and backed by leading technology and industry experts. Accounts Payable is a vital part of every company responsible for controlling the money but still an undigitised practice within German Mittelstand. Our AI-powered software unleashes the full potential of Accounts Payable as a profit center and strategic lever.

Why it matters

- The Mittelstand is the backbone of Europe’s economy and the basis of our continent’s prosperity. Mid-cap companies account for almost two thirds of European jobs
- Our customers are true entrepreneurs – family businesses and hidden champions with great products that value innovation and honest relationships
- Germany has a unique chance to bridge the new digital and old industrial economy to leapfrog the US & China in tech

The digital transformation poses major challenges for Mittelstand companies and increases capital requirements to finance growth and innovation. We founded Duplid to build an intuitive, data-driven, and automated Payables solution laying the foundation for the thriving Mittelstand businesses of the future.

Start up your skills
If you are looking for exciting tasks in direct collaboration with a motivated founders team, good vibes and a beer or two after work 😊 send us your CV to recruitment@duplid.de

Looking forward to getting to know you!

Front end engineer/ UX designer

Your Tasks
• Develop user-centric solutions and modern user interfaces for our web application in an agile development team
• Design UX-driven mockups in close coordination with the project team
• Develop, implement & test design concepts using JavaScript, CSS, HTML and web application frameworks
• Develop visual components and ensure design consistency
• Introduce creative solutions and ideas

Your Background
• experience with JavaScript, CSS with ideally first experience with web application frameworks like ReactJS or Flask
• You feel comfortable working with Git
• Curious about the best practices for UI/UX design and user-centered design processes
• Ability to create, improve and use wireframes, prototypes, style guides and user flows to effectively communicate your interaction ideas
• Customer oriented thinking coupled with ability to manage tasks independently
• English fluent, German is a plus

Our Team
We are a diverse team of 7 tech-driven alumni from TUM and LMU

Founder and CEO

Founder and CTO
Serial Entrepreneur (4 startups)

Founder and CPO
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